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Effectiveness of olmesartan-based treatment on
home and clinic blood pressure in elderly patients
with masked and white coat hypertension

Toshio Kushiro1, Kazuomi Kario2, Ikuo Saito3, Satoshi Teramukai4, Yoshihiro Mori5, Yasuyuki Okuda5 and
Kazuyuki Shimada6

Few large-scale studies have evaluated the effectiveness of angiotensin receptor blockers in patients with masked hypertension

(MH) and white coat hypertension (WCH) based on age using real-world blood pressure (BP) data. We used data from the Home

BP measurement with Olmesartan Naive patients to Establish Standard Target BP (HONEST) study to investigate the

effectiveness of olmesartan-based treatment by patient age (o65 years of age, n=9817; 65–74 years of age, n=6792; ⩾75

years of age, n=4732), focusing on morning home BP (strongly associated with cardiovascular disease and useful for MH and

WCH diagnosis). Sixteen weeks of treatment changed morning home BP (mean systolic/diastolic) by −18.1/−9.7, −15.9/−7.4

and −14.2/−6.4mmHg and clinic BP by −20.1/−11.3, −17.3/−8.7 and −15.4/−7.2mmHg, in these age groups,

respectively (Po0.0001). Pulse pressure decreased (−7.8 to −8.8mmHg, Po0.0001). Patients aged ⩾80 years experienced

similar BP and pulse pressure changes. In patients aged ⩾75 years, mean morning and clinic BP after 16 weeks was

137.5/74.8 and 129.7/70.4mmHg, respectively, in MH patients and 132.3/72.2 and 139.7/72.7mmHg, respectively, in WCH

patients. Regardless of age, only elevated clinic or home BP values decreased to target ranges. The incidence of adverse effects

associated with excessive BP lowering was low in all of the age groups. In conclusion, our study suggests that olmesartan-based

treatment was safe and useful for managing MH, WCH and sustained hypertension in elderly patients. The lack of a placebo

group was a limitation of the study.
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INTRODUCTION

White coat hypertension (WCH) and masked hypertension (MH), the
diagnosis of which cannot be based on clinic blood pressure (BP)
measurements alone, each account for 9–17% of cases in the general
population.1 WCH is a term that generally refers to untreated patients.
However, WCH occasionally appears in patients receiving treatment,
and it has been associated with cardiovascular risk in elderly patients.2,3

MH has been observed in both treated and untreated patients, increasing
cardiovascular risk in both cases, and recent guidelines recommend
medical treatment according to individual risk for patients with MH.4

How to address the discrepancy in BP measured inside and outside the
clinic is a major issue in clinical practice, particularly for the identifica-
tion of WCH and MH; however, consensus has not been fully attained.
In addition to ambulatory BP monitoring, home BP is a useful

indicator in the determination of hypertension categories, including
WCH, MH and sustained hypertension5 and in the assessment of risk

in individual patients.6 In Japan, self-monitoring of home BP by
patients has become an established method for the management
of hypertension in clinical practice. However, few large-scale
clinical studies involving elderly patients have used home BP data to
evaluate the effectiveness and safety of antihypertensive treatments for
conditions such as WCH and MH. Cardiovascular events tend to occur
most frequently in the morning, along with a peak in ambulatory BP,7

and morning systolic BP (SBP) was the strongest independent predictor
of stroke among clinic, 24-h, awake, sleep, evening, pre-awake and
morning BP.8 Against this background, with a particular focus on
morning home SBP (HSBP), we conducted the Home BP measure-
ment with Olmesartan Naive patients to Establish Standard Target BP
(HONEST) study, a prospective, observational study that followed
420 000 patients receiving olmesartan-based antihypertensive treat-
ment for 2 years; the time from the start of treatment to first
occurrence of cardiovascular events was the primary endpoint.9
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We previously reported the results at 16 weeks for the entire study
population (n= 21 341).10 Briefly, clinic SBP (CSBP) decreased from
153.6± 19.0 to 135.5± 15.3mmHg after 16 weeks, and HSBP
decreased from 151.6± 16.4 at baseline to 135.0± 13.7mmHg. The
percentage of patients with MH increased from 11.8 to 24.2%, and the
percentage with WCH increased from 5.6 to 11.9%. In this sub-
analysis, we used the results from the HONEST study for elderly
patients at 16 weeks to determine changes in morning HSBP and
CSBP, as well as the safety of olmesartan-based treatment in these
patients according to age (o65, 65–74 and⩾ 75 years of age).

METHODS

Study protocol
The HONEST study was a large-scale, prospective, observational study with a 2-
year follow-up period that ended on 30 September 2012.9 The protocol was
approved by the Ethical Committee of Daiichi Sankyo and the Ministry of
Health, Labour and Welfare of Japan before the study began. The HONEST
study was performed in registered medical institutions and complied with
Japanese Good Post-marketing Study Practice and with each institution’s
internal regulations for clinical studies, and it was registered at http://www.
umin.ac.jp/ctr/index.htm (unique trial number, UMIN000002567).
Written informed consent was obtained from all of the study participants at

the start of the HONEST study. The participants were olmesartan-naïve
patients with essential hypertension. They had no recent history of acute
cardiovascular events (for example, myocardial infarction, stroke and cardio-
vascular interventions) and no planned cardiovascular interventions. The
diagnosis of essential hypertension was made by attending physicians without
specific criteria regarding BP cut-off values or the patients’ use of antihyper-
tensive treatment. Olmesartan (generally 10 or 20mg per day) was adminis-
tered at the discretion of each participating physician. No restrictions were
placed on previous antihypertensive drug treatment, with the exception of
previous olmesartan use, or on the use of combination antihypertensive drug
treatment during the study.
The data collected included baseline patient characteristics (for example,

disease history and complications), home and clinic BP measurements (SBP/
diastolic BP (DBP)), clinical laboratory test values and the incidence of
cardiovascular and other adverse events during the study period. The present
analysis used data for patients who received olmesartan during the first
16 weeks of the HONEST study.

Home BP measurements
Patients who already owned electronic arm-cuff BP monitors based on the cuff-
oscillometric method were registered. All such devices available in Japan have
been validated and approved by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare of
Japan. In the HONEST study, the patients were asked at the time of informed
consent to measure their BP twice in the morning and twice at bedtime,
according to the guidelines of the Japanese Society of Hypertension:11 in the
morning (within 1 h of waking, after urinating, before the morning dose, before
breakfast and after 1–2min of resting in a sitting position) and at bedtime (after
1–2min of rest in a sitting position). In the present subanalysis, only the first
morning measurement of home BP, as an average value over 2 days (at baseline
and at 16 weeks), was used. The patients were instructed to measure and record
home BP values on a sheet of paper and to report these values to their attending
physicians. We chose to use data for this specific period (16 weeks) because the
present study is based on a previous study,10 the results of which were, in turn,
compared with those of another study.12

Definition of hypertension status
The definitions of the hypertension status of the patients were based on
European Society of Hypertension guidelines for BP monitoring at home.13 The
guidelines state that home BP monitoring can provide information about BP
control outside the office and therefore allow for the identification of WCH and
MH in patients receiving treatment for hypertension.
We defined hypertension status by clinic and morning home BP

as follows: morning hypertension, morning HSBP⩾ 135mmHg; MH,

CSBPo140mmHg and morning HSBP⩾ 135mmHg; WCH, CSBP⩾ 140
mmHg and morning HSBPo135mmHg; poorly controlled hypertension,
CSBP⩾ 140mmHg and morning HSBP⩾ 135mmHg; and well-controlled
hypertension, CSBPo140mmHg and morning HSBPo135mmHg. At base-
line, each defined hypertension group included patients both receiving and not
receiving treatment. We reported the same criteria for the diagnosis and
classification of patients, including treated patients, in a previous article about
the HONEST study.9,10

Safety analysis
Adverse events considered by the study investigators to be related to olmesartan
were classified as adverse drug reactions (ADRs). ADRs were classified using the
preferred terms from the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities.

Statistical analysis
We analyzed data for BP control in the effectiveness analysis population and for
safety data in the safety analysis population. Missing values were not imputed,
and only observed values were used in the data analyses. For analysis purposes,
we divided the population into three groups by age:o65 years, 65–74 years and
⩾ 75 years of age. In addition, we also analyzed the subgroup of patients aged
⩾ 80 years. The patients with chronic kidney disease at baseline were defined as
having an estimated glomerular filtration rate o60mlmin− 1 per 1.73m2,
proteinuria ⩾ 2+ on dipstick test, proteinuria 1+ and renal disease as a
complication at study entry or both. Estimated glomerular filtration rate was
calculated by the following formula devised for the Japanese population:14

estimated glomerular filtration rate= 194× age (years)− 0.287 × SCr− 1.094

(×0.739 in women), where serum creatinine (SCr) levels measured within
12 months prior to study onset were used. Continuous variables and categorical
variables are expressed as the mean± s.d. and proportions (%), respectively.
Trend testing was used to assess trends relating to background factors between
age groups. The paired t-test was used to analyze changes in BP and pulse
pressure from baseline within age groups. For changes in BP, additional
analyses adjusted for concomitant antihypertensive drug use (by drug classes)
were also conducted. A McNemar-type test was used to evaluate the
effectiveness of olmesartan-based treatment, based on changes in the distribu-
tion of patients with well-controlled hypertension and differences in the
percentages of patients achieving their target morning HSBP (o135mmHg)
and CSBP (o140mmHg) between baseline and 16 weeks. A two-sided test was
used, and Po0.05 was considered statistically significant. SAS software, release
9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA), was used for all of the statistical analyses.

RESULTS

Study profile
The data set in this analysis was used as of April 2012. Over the first
16 weeks of the HONEST study, data were collected from 22 162
patients. Data from 21 571 and 21 341 patients were used for the
analyses of safety and effectiveness, respectively.

Patient characteristics
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the patients whose data were used
in the effectiveness analysis according to age group. The percentages of
patients agedo65, 65–74 and ⩾ 75 years were 46.0%, 31.8% and
22.2%, respectively. The effectiveness analysis population included
2095 patients (9.8%) aged ⩾ 80 years.
There was an association between increased age and a longer

duration of hypertension, being female, a history of cerebro and
cardiovascular disease, and concomitant chronic kidney disease (trend
Po0.0001 for all comparisons). As age increased, the percentages of
patients with a smoking or drinking habit decreased (trend Po0.0001
for all comparisons).

Administration status of antihypertensive drugs
The percentage of patients who had received antihypertensive treat-
ment immediately before the start of olmesartan treatment was 42.2%
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in those agedo65 years, 54.5% in those aged 65–74 years and 61.1%
in those aged ⩾ 75 years (Table 1). Calcium channel blockers were
most frequently used in all of the age groups. For all antihypertensive
drugs, the percentage of patients who received previous antihyperten-
sive treatment was highest in the patients aged ⩾ 75 years (Table 1).
The daily dose of olmesartan slightly increased from baseline to

16 weeks in all three age groups: from 17.8± 6.6 to 18.6± 7.9mg in
patients agedo65 years; from 18.3± 7.2 to 18.8± 8.3 mg in patients
aged 65–74 years; and from 18.8± 7.7 to 19.4± 8.9 mg in patients
aged ⩾ 75 years. Table 2 shows the use of concomitant antihyperten-
sive drugs. In all of the age groups, calcium channel blockers were the
most frequently used. The percentage of patients receiving concomi-
tant antihypertensive drugs increased as age increased. In all of the age
groups, the percentage of patients receiving concomitant antihyper-
tensive drugs increased after 16 weeks from baseline. The number of
antihypertensive drugs, including olmesartan, used at baseline and
after 16 weeks was 1.4± 0.7 and 1.5± 0.7 in patients aged o65 years;
1.5± 0.7 and 1.6± 0.8 in patients aged 65–74 years and 1.7± 0.8 and
1.7± 0.9 in patients aged ⩾ 75 years, respectively.

Changes in BP and pulse pressure by age group
Table 3 shows changes in BP from baseline to after 16 weeks of
olmesartan-based treatment. After 16 weeks of olmesartan-based
treatment, morning home BP and clinic BP (both SBP and DBP)
decreased significantly in patients agedo65, 65–74, ⩾ 75 and ⩾ 80
years (all Po0.0001). Analyses adjusted for concomitant

antihypertensive drug use (by drug classes) showed essentially the
same results (data not shown).
Figure 1 shows changes in pulse pressure. Morning home pulse

pressure and clinic pulse pressure decreased significantly in patients
agedo65, 65–74, ⩾ 75 and ⩾ 80 years (all Po0.0001).

Antihypertensive effectiveness and sustained 24-h BP-lowering
effects of olmesartan-based treatment by age group
The distribution of patients with different types of hypertension,
based on CSBP (cut-off value, 140mmHg) and morning HSBP (cut-
off value, 135mmHg) at baseline and after 16 weeks of olmesartan-
based treatment, was as follows. The percentages of patients with
poorly controlled and well-controlled hypertension changed from
76.9% to 23.4% and from 7.6% to 42.6%, respectively, in patients
aged o65 years; from 73.2% to 24.3% and from 8.4% to 38.4%,
respectively, in patients aged 65–74 years; and from 72.5% to 29.2%
and from 7.9% to 32.2%, respectively, in patients aged ⩾ 75 years
(Figure 2). In all of the age groups, the distribution of patients
with different types of hypertension changed significantly after
16 weeks (all Po0.0001).
The percentage of patients aged o65 years who achieved the target

SBP increased from 17.5% at baseline to 64.9% after 16 weeks for
CSBP (target, o140mmHg) and from 13.1 to 54.4% for morning
HSBP (target, o135mmHg). Similarly, the percentage of patients
aged 65–74 years who achieved the target SBP increased from 21.0 to
63.5% for CSBP and from 14.2 to 50.5% for morning HSBP. The

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of the effectiveness analysis population (n=21341)

Age at baseline (years) a

P for trendb

X75

o65

(n=9817)

65–74

(n=6792) (n=4732) Subgroup X80 (n=2095)

Age (years) 54.4±7.8 69.5±2.9 79.8±4.1 83.5±3.4 o0.0001

Women 4333 (44.1) 3595 (52.9) 2856 (60.4) 1352 (64.5) o0.0001

Body mass index (kgm−2) 24.99±3.93 24.02±3.33 23.22±3.37 22.77±3.40 o0.0001

Duration of hypertension (years)c 3.92±4.11 5.44±4.49 6.72±4.32 7.03±4.22 o0.0001

History
Cerebrovascular disease 384 (3.9) 509 (7.5) 523 (11.1) 250 (11.9) o0.0001

Cardiovascular disease 209 (2.1) 354 (5.2) 403 (8.5) 198 (9.5) o0.0001

Complications
Dyslipidemia 4195 (42.7) 3228 (47.5) 2061 (43.6) 824 (39.3) 0.0284

Diabetes mellitus 1761 (17.9) 1635 (24.1) 968 (20.5) 365 (17.4) o0.0001

Chronic kidney disease 1117 (11.4) 1476 (21.7) 1691 (35.7) 885 (42.2) o0.0001

Regular alcohol drinkers 2113 (21.5) 956 (14.1) 370 (7.8) 131 (6.3) o0.0001

Current smokers 1808 (18.4) 601 (8.8) 209 (4.4) 59 (2.8) o0.0001

Patients who had received antihypertensive treatment 4141 (42.2) 3701 (54.5) 2890 (61.1) 1315 (62.8) o0.0001

Calcium channel blockers 2910 (29.6) 2647 (39.0) 2133 (45.1) 972 (46.4) o0.0001

Angiotensin II receptor blockers 1697 (17.3) 1604 (23.6) 1234 (26.1) 534 (25.5) o0.0001

β-Blockers 492 (5.0) 474 (7.0) 370 (7.8) 175 (8.4) o0.0001

Diuretics 408 (4.2) 420 (6.2) 402 (8.5) 203 (9.7) o0.0001

Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors 274 (2.8) 288 (4.2) 218 (4.6) 103 (4.9) o0.0001

α-Blockers 143 (1.5) 152 (2.2) 159 (3.4) 65 (3.1) o0.0001

No. of previous antihypertensive drugs 0.6±0.8 0.8±0.9 1.0±1.0 1.0±1.0 o0.0001

aMean± s.d. or n (%).
bData were compared between patients aged o65, 65–74 and ⩾75 years. The Cochran–Armitage test was used for categorical variables and the Jonckheere–Terpstra test for continuous variables.
cRecorded as 10 years for patients who had hypertension for ⩾10 years.
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percentage of patients aged ⩾ 75 years who achieved the target SBP
increased from 22.2 to 59.1% for CSBP and from 13.3 to 43.9% for
morning HSBP (Figure 2). These changes in the percentages of
patients achieving target CSBP and morning HSBP and the

consequent changes in the proportions with morning hypertension
were significant in all three age groups (all Po0.0001).
Analyses based on hypertension status, using both SBP and DBP,

showed essentially same results as those using SBP only (data not shown).

Table 2 Administration status of concomitant antihypertensive agentsa

Age at baseline (years)

o65 65–74
X75

(n=9817) (n=6792) (n=4732) X80 subgroup (n=2095)

At start of olmesartan treatment
Receiving concomitant antihypertensive agents ⩾1 3156 (32.1) 2825 (41.6) 2299 (48.6) 1054 (50.3)

Calcium channel blockers 2745 (28.0) 2484 (36.6) 2016 (42.6) 916 (43.7)

β-Blockers 464 (4.7) 450 (6.6) 362 (7.7) 169 (8.1)

Diuretics 327 (3.3) 311 (4.6) 323 (6.8) 162 (7.7)

α-Blockers 139 (1.4) 142 (2.1) 155 (3.3) 63 (3.0)

Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors 105 (1.1) 107 (1.6) 97 (2.0) 42 (2.0)

Angiotensin II receptor blockers 54 (0.6) 53 (0.8) 53 (1.1) 23 (1.1)

Other 29 (0.3) 19 (0.3) 26 (0.5) 13 (0.6)

No. of antihypertensive drugs (including olmesartan) 1.4±0.7 1.5±0.7 1.7±0.8 1.7±0.8

At 16 weeks
Receiving concomitant antihypertensive agents ⩾1 3934 (40.1) 3143 (46.3) 2511 (53.1) 1132 (54.0)

Calcium channel blockers 3408 (34.7) 2773 (40.8) 2208 (46.7) 990 (47.3)

β-Blockers 529 (5.4) 474 (7.0) 383 (8.1) 180 (8.6)

Diuretics 551 (5.6) 451 (6.6) 401 (8.5) 193 (9.2)

α-Blockers 171 (1.7) 164 (2.4) 174 (3.7) 70 (3.3)

Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors 105 (1.1) 105 (1.5) 99 (2.1) 42 (2.0)

Angiotensin II receptor blockers 58 (0.6) 53 (0.8) 50 (1.1) 23 (1.1)

Other 45 (0.5) 32 (0.5) 35 (0.7) 17 (0.8)

No. of antihypertensive drugs (including olmesartan) 1.5±0.7 1.6±0.8 1.7±0.9 1.7±0.9

an (%).

Table 3 Changes in morning home BP and clinic BP from baseline after 16 weeks of olmesartan-based treatment by age group

Age (years)
BP (mmHg) a

Change

Baseline 16 Weeks

o65 (n=8643)
Morning home 151.8±16.5/91.7±10.9 133.8±13.2/82.0±9.5b −18.1±17.5/−9.7±10.9*

Clinic 155.0±18.9/92.1±12.4 134.9±14.8/80.8±10.3c −20.1±20.0/−11.3±12.9*

65–74 (n=6100)
Morning home 150.9±16.1/84.4±10.5 135.1±13.9/77.0±9.3 −15.9±17.7/−7.4±10.3*

Clinic 152.6±18.8/84.3±12.2 135.3±15.5/75.6±10.3d −17.3±19.9/−8.7±12.1*

X75 (n=4279)
Morning home 151.6±16.1/81.0±10.8 137.4±14.0/74.6±9.4b −14.2±18.0/−6.4±10.7*

Clinic 152.2±18.8/80.5±12.4 136.8±15.8/73.3±10.3 −15.4±20.2/−7.2±12.3*

X80 subgroup (n=1864)
Morning home 151.9±16.6/80.1±10.9 138.0±14.0/74.0±9.6b −13.8±18.2/−6.1±10.8*

Clinic 152.3±19.3/79.5±12.4 137.3±15.9/72.7±10.4 −15.0±20.1/−6.8±12.4*

Abbreviation: BP, blood pressure.
aMean± s.d.
bTwo patients.
cOne patient.
dThree patients had missing values for diastolic blood pressure.
*Po0.0001 for both systolic and diastolic BP (paired t-test).
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Changes in BP by hypertension status in patients aged ⩾ 75 years
Table 4 shows changes in BP according to hypertension status in
patients aged ⩾ 75 years. After 16 weeks, morning HSBP in the MH
group decreased from 148.7 to 137.5mmHg (Po0.0001). CSBP in
the WCH group decreased from 151.6 to 139.7 mmHg (Po0.0001).
However, non-elevated BP (that is, CSBP in the MH group and
morning HSBP in the WCH group) remained within an acceptable
range after 16 weeks of olmesartan-based treatment. There was a
similar trend in DBP in the MH and WCH groups.
After 16 weeks of olmesartan treatment, morning home BP in the

group with poorly controlled hypertension decreased from 156.8/83.2
to 138.7/75.0mmHg, and clinic BP decreased from 159.8/83.7 to
138.8/74.2mmHg (both Po0.0001). In the group with well-

controlled hypertension, good control of morning home BP and
clinic BP (SBP and DBP) was maintained at 16 weeks after the start of
olmesartan treatment. Analyses adjusted for concomitant antihyper-
tensive drug use (by drug classes) showed essentially the same results
(data not shown). Analyses based on hypertension status, using both
SBP and DBP, showed essentially same results as those using SBP only
(data not shown).

Safety
The incidences of ADRs were 1.10%, 1.57% and 1.44% in patients
agedo65, 65–74 and ⩾ 75 years, respectively; therefore, the incidence
of ADRs tended to increase with age (trend P= 0.0341). However, the
incidences of ADRs associated with excessive BP lowering (that is,
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dizziness, postural dizziness, hypotension, orthostatic hypotension and
decreased BP) were 0.46%, 0.47%, and 0.52% in each age group,
respectively, and therefore did not tend to increase with age (trend
P= 0.6583). In patients aged ⩾ 80 years, the incidences of overall
ADRs and those associated with excessive BP lowering were 1.70% and
0.76%, respectively.
Adverse renal events occurred in two patients (nephrotic syndrome

and chronic renal failure) who were receiving concomitant ACE
inhibitors; however, a causal relationship with olmesartan was denied
by the attending physicians.

DISCUSSION

The HONEST study was the first large-scale clinical study to
investigate the antihypertensive effectiveness and safety profile of
olmesartan-based treatment using home BP and clinic BP data from
patients, including those aged ⩾ 75 years, in a real-world clinical
setting. The study enrolled patients who required olmesartan-based
treatment to control home or clinic BP, according to the judgment of
an attending physician. Olmesartan-based treatment was effective in
lowering both morning home BP and clinic BP when they were
elevated, as well as pulse pressure, regardless of patient age.
In patients aged ⩾ 75 years, morning home BP in the MH group

and clinic BP in the WCH group decreased to levels close to the target
BP defined by JSH 2009 (morning home BP o135/85mmHg and
clinic BP o140/90mmHg).11 In contrast, non-elevated clinic BP in
the MH group and morning home BP in the WCH group remained
within an acceptable range by treatment. Moreover, the incidence of
ADRs associated with excessive BP lowering, which is of particular
concern when treating elderly patients, did not increase according
to age.
In Japan, home BP monitoring is more widely conducted than

ambulatory BP monitoring in the management of hypertension.15 The
Hisayama study, which evaluated the home BP of 2915 patients,
showed that 6.9% had WCH, and 21.9% had MH, and in both
groups, sustained hypertension was associated with increased risks of
carotid intima media thickness and carotid atherosclerosis.16

In the Hypertension in the Very Elderly Trial, which involved
elderly hypertensive patients aged ⩾ 80 years, 112 patients had
undergone ambulatory BP monitoring at baseline.3 The percentage
of patients with WCH was high (50%). After treatment with
indapamide and perindopril, the patients’ morning HSBP decreased
by 6mmHg and their DBP by 5mmHg compared with the placebo
group, and all-cause mortality and the incidence of cardiovascular
events also decreased.3 Therefore, antihypertensive drug therapy was
considered useful even for patients with WCH, and it was expected to
be particularly beneficial in elderly patients.
Epidemiological studies have shown that MH, including nocturnal

and morning hypertension, is associated with an increased risk of
cardiovascular disease.17 In an analysis of ambulatory BP monitoring
data from the International Database of Ambulatory BP in Relation to
Cardiovascular Outcomes, which investigated the relationship between
morning surges and cardiovascular events, no significant differences
were found in nocturnal BP between groups with and without
morning surges, but there was a significant difference in morning
BP.18 Therefore, although morning hypertension is different from
morning surge, morning home BP might be more useful as an
indicator in clinical practice. MH is frequently observed in elderly
patients, and it was associated with increased risk of stroke.19 For the
prevention of cardiovascular disease, 24-h management of BP,
including morning BP, is considered important. However, there have
been no data from large-scale studies conducted in daily clinical
settings that have investigated the effectiveness of ARBs on MH in
elderly patients.
In the present study, morning HSBP and CSBP decreased to levels

close to 135mmHg after 16 weeks of olmesartan-based treatment,
regardless of patient age. Because morning HSBP and CSBP similarly
achieved their targets, the results indicated the sustained 24-h BP-
lowering effects of olmesartan. In contrast, DBP, both morning home
and clinic, decreased to o85mmHg in all the age groups. Regarding
the risk of excessive BP lowering, the Systolic Hypertension in the
Elderly Program study investigators reported that lowering DBP to
o60mmHg increased the risk of a cardiovascular accident.20

Table 4 Changes in BP from baseline after 16 weeks of olmesartan-based treatment in patients aged⩾75 years

Morning home BP a

P-valueb
Clinic BP a

P-valueb

Baseline 16 Weeks Baseline 16 Weeks

Patients with masked hypertension (n=611)
Systolic BP (mmHg) 148.7±11.3 137.5±14.3 o0.0001 129.0±8.5 129.7±14.9 0.2462

Diastolic BP (mmHg) 79.7±9.7 74.8±9.6 o0.0001 71.3±10.0 70.4±10.3 0.0219

Patients with white coat hypertension (n=230)
Systolic BP (mmHg) 128.0±5.3 132.3±12.6 o0.0001 151.6±11.0 139.7±16.5 o0.0001

Diastolic BP (mmHg) 71.2±8.1 72.2±9.7 0.0898 78.5±10.9 72.7±10.4 o0.0001

Patients with poor-controlled hypertension (n=3101)
Systolic BP (mmHg) 156.8±13.2 138.7±13.8 o0.0001 159.8±14.3 138.8±15.4 o0.0001

Diastolic BP (mmHg) 83.2±10.3 75.0±9.3c o0.0001 83.7±11.6 74.2±10.1 o0.0001

Patients with well-controlled hypertension (n=337)
Systolic BP (mmHg) 124.5±7.3 129.0±12.4 o0.0001 124.4±10.0 128.9±14.4 o0.0001

Diastolic BP (mmHg) 70.2±8.2 72.0±9.5 0.0004 69.1±9.0 70.9±9.9 0.0019

Abbreviation: BP, blood pressure.
aMean± s.d.
bData analyzed by paired t-test.
cTwo patients had missing values.
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The increased risk of cardiovascular disease is a concern when
treating hypertensive patients with concomitant cardiovascular disease.
For example, following the results of a subanalysis of the Systolic
Hypertension in Europe study, caution has been urged when lowering
DBP to o70mmHg in patients with systolic hypertension and
concomitant ischemic heart disease.21 The J-curve phenomenon has
been reported between DBP and the risk of myocardial infarction in
hypertensive patients with concomitant coronary artery disease,22 as
well as between SBP and the risk of cardiovascular events in patients
with concomitant obstructive arteriosclerosis.23

It is uncertain whether the J-curve phenomenon should be
considered when non-elevated BP is lowered by antihypertensive
treatment; that is, in patients with MH, non-elevated clinic BP can be
lowered excessively when the target morning home BP is achieved.
Similarly, in patients with WCH, non-elevated morning home BP can
be lowered excessively when the target clinic BP is achieved. Moreover,
in elderly patients, who often have concomitant cardiovascular disease,
excessive lowering of DBP when the target SBP is achieved can be a
major issue.
In the present study, even in patients aged ⩾ 75 years with a high

risk of concomitant cardiovascular disease, there was no excessive
lowering of clinic BP in the MH group or of home BP in the WCH
group. Moreover, the incidence of ADRs associated with excessive BP
lowering was low, consistent with the results of small-scale studies
performed in Japan that showed no increases in adverse events as a
result of excessive BP-lowering effects in elderly hypertensive
patients.24,25 Possible explanations include the gradual lowering of
BP, as recommended by hypertension guidelines,11 or the possible
exclusion of patients with histories of adverse events resulting from
excessive BP-lowering effects, such as postural hypotension. The
results of the present study accounted for the treatment decisions
made by physicians in clinical practice and might therefore differ from
the results of interventional studies in which strict BP targets have
been defined. Therefore, the results suggest that olmesartan could be a
useful option in the treatment of hypertension, including home BP
management, in elderly patients.
In the present study, pulse pressure decreased after olmesartan-

based treatment in all of the age groups, including patients aged ⩾ 75
years. Increased pulse pressure in elderly hypertensive patients is an
independent predictor of cardiovascular disease that is not associated
with SBP.26,27 Antihypertensive drugs, particularly renin–angiotensin–
aldosterone inhibitors, can improve pulse pressure in elderly
hypertensive patients.28,29 In an analysis of seven double-blind,
placebo-controlled studies of olmesartan, Giles and Robinson30

reported that olmesartan was effective in lowering pulse pressure in
patients aged ⩾ 65 years to a similar extent as in those agedo65 years.
This finding was consistent with our results that olmesartan lowered
pulse pressure regardless of patient age. Moreover, in the present
study, reductions in both home and clinic pulse pressure were
observed even in patients aged ⩾ 80 years, without excessive BP
lowering. The results that olmesartan-based treatment improved
morning BP and pulse pressure even in elderly patients aged ⩾ 80
years, who often have morning surges and morning hypertension,
suggested that olmesartan-based treatment was useful for reducing
cardiovascular risk in elderly patients.
In the Jichi Morning Hypertension Research study, which divided

patients under treatment into four groups according to home and
clinic BP, using the same cut-off values that we used in the present
study, the percentage of patients with well-controlled hypertension
was 21.1%.31 Although a simple comparison might not be appropriate,
the percentage of patients with well-controlled hypertension was

higher in all of the age groups in the present study after 16 weeks
of olmesartan treatment (32.2–42.6%). This finding was considered to
be associated with the potent and sustained 24-h BP-lowering effects
of olmesartan.
The present study included 1503 patients who had well-controlled

BP at baseline. Of these patients, 130 had not received antihypertensive
treatment, had no history of cardiovascular disease, diabetes or
chronic kidney disease, and did not meet the criteria for hypertension
(that is, clinic DBP⩾ 90mmHg and morning home DBP⩾ 85mm-
Hg). These patients were being followed up because of their histories
of hypertension. Because of fluctuations in BP, they did not meet the
criteria for hypertension at the time that they started olmesartan
treatment. However, olmesartan-based treatment was started at the
discretion of their attending physicians.
The present study had two main limitations. First, the HONEST

study was an observational study of olmesartan-based treatment
without a comparison group; therefore, effects other than those of
olmesartan (for example, regression toward the mean) might have
affected the results. However, the additional analysis, adjusted for
concomitant antihypertensive drug use showed essentially the same
results. The possibility of a placebo effect on the magnitude of BP
changes cannot be discounted, so the findings of the present study
must be verified by placebo-controlled, randomized studies. However,
home BP measurements have been reported to be highly reproducible
and subject to minimal placebo effects.32 In addition, the antihyper-
tensive effectiveness of olmesartan-based treatment observed in this
study was consistent with the results of a previous double-blind
clinical trial, which showed improvement in pulse pressure in elderly
patients.30 We believe that the results of this study could be useful in
clinical practice because the data were obtained in a daily clinical
setting by measuring home BP. Furthermore, a large number of
patients aged ⩾ 75 years were included.
Second, the definitions of BP control status used by attending

physicians for both treated and untreated hypertensive patients
in the present study were inconsistent with the stricter definitions
used in previous studies involving general populations. However,
regarding diagnostic accuracy, home BP is considered a reliable
alternative to ambulatory BP in the diagnosis of hypertension
and in the detection of WCH and MH in both untreated and treated
persons.5

In conclusion, the present study showed that the ARB olmesartan,
used alone or in combination with other antihypertensive drugs, was
effective in lowering morning home BP and clinic BP when they were
elevated, as well as pulse pressure, regardless of patient age, in a real-
world clinical setting. The incidence of ADRs associated with excessive
BP lowering was low. Therefore, olmesartan-based treatment has been
useful in the management of elderly patients with hypertension in
various settings in clinical practice, including MH and WCH, if they
must be treated.
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